
Abstract
The burden that cancer places on people globally has 

doubled in the last thirty years of the twentieth century. 
Cancer is a leading cause of death around the globe. The 
World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that 84 
million people will die of cancer between 2005 and 2015 
without intervention. Countries with fewer news 
resources will ultimately have less information regarding 
cancer, influencing public health attitudes and policies. 
Because of this, it is of prime importance to understand 
what is being covered in global media. This study
analyses the amount and information available
to readers given by several international news 
agencies.

Methods
Design: Constructed week sampling

Unit of analysis: News articles

Population: All news stories that primarily dealt with 
cancer from May 2007 to May 2009 in LexisNexis.

Primary Cancer Topic: Coders chose from 
among the following topics: causes,
prevention, detection/diagnosis, 
treatment, health care industry, 
survivorship, funding, death of a person, 
or other.

Primary Cancer Site: To determine 
the primary cancer site the coders read 
the entire story then  chose from among 
21-25 types of cancer or a general 
mention of cancer.

Global News Agency Information:  

AP:  Associated Press
Based - United States 
Headquarters - New York, United States
Total number of articles analyzed - 214

AFP:  Agence France Presse
Based – Europe
Headquarters – Paris, France
Total number of articles analyzed  - 105 

Xinhua: 
Based – Asia
Headquarters – Beijing, China
Total number of articles analyzed - 56

Results
Topic Comparisons:
•Death was ranked number one for both AP and AFP, but 

number four for Xinhua
•Xinhua’s number one ranked topic was cause 
•Xinhua didn’t have any articles specifically written about 

a survivor
•AP and AFP were twice as likely to report on treatment 

than on prevention or detection, while Xinhua had a 
generally even distribution of all three

•Industry was more then four times as prevalent in AP 

Site Comparisons:
•Breast cancer was ranked number one for both AP and 

Xinhua but number three for AFP
•The number of cervical cancer mentions were relatively 

low  for AFP
•Breast and Lung cancer combined contributed to at 

least 19%  of cancer mentions in each agency
•The percentage of general, non-specified cancer was 

surprisingly  large and even between all agencies 

Recommendations

Global Cancer News Coverage
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Research Questions
•R1: How is cancer covered in terms of cancer topics?

•R2: How is cancer covered in terms of cancer site? 

•R3: Is there a difference between AP and other    
agencies with respect to their coverage of cancer?

•R4: Are there differences between AP and other 
agencies with respect to their cancer topics?
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Topics:
The location of the news agency seemed to have an 

effect on the topics covered in their articles. A global 
north country (developed) mentions funding groups or 
industrial companies more frequently, most likely due to 
the fact that Asian countries have little or no government 
or personal funding. Global South Countries (developing) 
don’t cover survivors nor deaths as frequently as Global 
North Countries most likely due to the potential social 
impact. They tend to focus more on treatment, 
prevention, and detection. 

In the future it may be beneficial to focus on national 
newspapers rather than global news agencies.  Choosing 
articles that are more location specific would help us 
understand exactly where the news is coming from.

If continuing this research, I recommend analyzing the 
ways in which cancer news has an effect on cancer issues 
and sites on the public. An effect on the public will most 
likely be measurable by national newspapers’ coverage 
due to public opinion and interest.    

Conclusions
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Sites:  
At least one of every two cancer 

mentions was done so without specifying 
a site. Although lung and breast cancer 
were the top ranked sites, each agency 
focused on general cancer news. These 
general mentions were most likely about 
treatment and prevention.

Because of the low percentage of 
cervical cancer coverage for AFP, it could 
be assumed that there are fewer cases of 
cervical cancer in Europe .

Overall:
There are many similarities between 

AFP and AP contributing to the belief that 
cancer news coverage is related to the 
location and economic status of the news 
agency. Xinhua reported sites similarly to 
the other agencies, but differed greatly in 
regards to topic. 
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